
XVHAT assurance have you, when you write a prescription for a fluid extract,
tincture, elLxir, pili, tablet, or other forrn of inedicament, that the agent

which you are prcscribing is wortixy of confidence? Vihat guaranty have you
that it is therapeutically active and of established medicinal strenLfth? WhatQ
warrant have you to expect a definite resuit from a definîte dosageY~

These are important questions. Vie put themn to, you bluntly.

The pharmaceutical market of to-day contains no end of substances that
pose as therapeutic agents, but of whose actual worth nothing is known-a
condition which must prevail so long as niakers of inedicines negleet or refuse
to standardize their products.

The situation is startling when one contemplates it seriously. For exani-
pie, a fluid extract of aconite or digitalis or a tincture of strophanthus may be
quite deficient in activity; or it rnay be potent to the point of danger. The
administration of tu.-ic drugs of uncertain strength is fraught with serlious pos-
sibilities. It may mean a sacrifice of human life. It mnay maean the blasting
of a professional reputation.

Happily, the physician of to-day rnay spare hiznself the necessity of resort-
ing to remedial agents of indefinite potency. The problem of a safe and
rational therapy is a problem no longer. Wu began its solution thirty years ago,
when we put forth our first standardized fluid extract. We have been helping
to solve it ever since. Today our entire Uine of pharmaceutical and biologicai

proclucts is adjusted to fixed and definite standards-by chemical assay when
practical, by physiological assày wvhen the older miethod is inexpedient.

WB WERE PIONEERS IN STANDARDIZATION cboth chemical and'
physiological). We adopted and perfected it years before it waàs taken up by
other znanufacturers-years before its necessity was recognized by the Lntd-
States Pharmacopeia.

Why take chances with products of unknown potency-chances that are '-
needicas as they are hazardous ? SPECIFY " PARKE, DAVIS & CO.," Have
positive assurance that the agents which you are prescribing, administerinig'".

or dispensing are therapeutically efficient and of definite inedicinal strengfb,,ý
Don'i guess 1 RNOW I _____

PARKE, DAVIS & COM PANVl.


